
Your Ultimate Solution for simplified 
& streamlined Data Migration to the 
Cloud! 

ConvertRite, an innovative Data Migration Tool simplifies the 
migration process from any legacy applications to Oracle 
Cloud thereby eliminating manual, time-consuming, and 
error-prone tasks.

Why Choose ConvertRite?

ConvertRite for E�ortless Data Migration: Erases Complexities 
while Embracing Cloud

Ensure secure access with Single 

Sign-On (SSO) capabilities, backed by 

OAuth authentication.

a. Migrates data from one-to-one using 

1 to 1 Mapping

b. Simplifies complex migrations with 

ease. using 2 to 1 and 3 to 1 Mapping

c. Applies custom formulas for precise 

data transformation using Formula 

Mapping

d. Enhance data consistency e�ortlessly 

using Prefix and Su�x Mapping

Built-In Adaptors for Oracle EBS 

facilitate seamless data mapping 

between EBS and the cloud.

Pre-Validations to check the 

mapped field level data against 

the cloud data reduces the errors 

while processing FBDI/ HDL files.

Gives the benefit of Copy Functionality

- Project Level Copy: Duplicate 

projects for streamlined setup.

- Conversion Object Copy: E�ortlessly 

replicate conversion objects.

- Lookup Set Copy: Swiftly reuse 

lookup sets for consistent mapping.

Discover the robust capabilities of ConvertRite 

that promises easier & faster Cloud Data 

Migration:

1. ConvertRite adapts to your unique 

migration needs by being ERP Agnostic.

2. Give valuable insights with intuitive Rich 

Dashboards.

3. Manages every aspect of the conversion 

process separately for each POD with 

End-to-End Conversion.

4. Facilitates Extensive Mapping 

Capabilities to achieve accurate data 

transformation,



Unlock cost savings of up to 40%

ConvertRite has Pre-Built Cloud integrations, so you will have highway directly to the cloud.

Our No/Low-code Data Migration Tool makes your transition to the Oracle Cloud is not just 
smooth but also future-proof

Flexibility of managing & migrating ConvertRite's configurations across PODs.  As easy as a button 
click! 

Complexities become manageable, and conversion projects stay on track with ConvertRite's 
Built-In Project tool. 

Handles complex business needs & validations using Extensible User Hooks

Comes with flexible licensing options for required modules. 

Its Bulit-in Reconciliation process ensures to easily reconcile data and generate detailed reports 
after migration.
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Here is how the magic works!

https://ritesoftware.com/products/convertrite/

Ready to revolutionize your data conversion process?

Benefits of Using ConvertRite:

Master Data

Transactional Data
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